
The deterministic component refers to how the model actually

the oil in response to  generally stochastic! winds, currents,

An overly simplistic or inaccurate model which would not yield

ood hindcast results for a particular case may nonetheless produce a

good probability estimate  of the chances of landf all, say! once

everything is averaged out.  Some models do not even have a deter-

min ist ic componen t, going directly f rom wind st a t i st i.cs to oil impact

statistics.! One aspect of Jerry Gait's work, in fact, is to determine

the sensitivity of computed risks to changes in model formulation.

However, although a poor deterministic model may yiel.d probability

estimates close to those generated by a good deterministic model,

also might not. Without knowing, it is sa fe to say that the bet ter

the deterministic mechanism, the more the whole model is to be

trusted, all other things being equal.

There are several aspects of the stochastic component that are

i.mportant.

First is the data base. The more site-specific and time-specific

the da'ta base the better. A model based on historical winds for the

entire east coast is clearly less desirable than one based on Nantucket

"ig"tship winds, and monthly data is preferable to seasonal data,

p~~~iding there is enough of it to be statistically meaningful. Also,

the lo nger the- historical record the better. Finally, if possible
the data«a should be specific for other particular conditions of the

spil l. FFor instance, the winter of 1976 was widely heralded as

a noma ious for its extreme cold, extreme snowfalls in the east and

drought in «he west, signalling some departure from normal climatic
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conditions. Had such anomalies occurred at other times in the past,

it may have been desirable to utilize data from only those winters,

rather than from all winters.

Second, and very important, is the manner in which the data are

used to generate probability distributions. Generally this is done

by generating a time series of winds and running multiple traj ectories.

There are many ways to generate these time series. These di.ffer in

how closely they reproduce the various statistics of the actual data.

A review of these basic methods is given in Stolzenbach et al. �977!.

Generally desirable features are longer memory and a smaller time

step, providing the data base is sufficient.

The third consideration includes a whole bunch of accounting

considerations which have to do with how the probabilities are

tallied up in the end. For instance, the probability of landfall may

be sensitive to how long each trajectory is followed. Or, as another

example, the USGS  |bryant et al. 1977! found that the estimated proba-

bility of landfall could be increased by modeling continuous instead of

instantaneous spills  Figure 7.1-3!. This can be seen from the

following simple example. Imagine tracking 40,000 single � dot trajec-

tories and compare this to tracking 400 100-dot spills  i.e.,

400 200-hour continuous spills with a 2-hour time step!. The

number oi individual dots hitting shore should be similar. However,

each hit in the instantaneous case adds 1/40,000 to the probability

of landfall while a hit of one dot in the continuous spill case can

add 1/400 to the probability of impact. In the single dot case,
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almost certainly not as many as 400.
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FIGURE 7. 1-3: Sensitivity of USGS's landfall probability
to duration of spill  from bryant et al. 1977!.

The statistical characteristics of the various risk assessment

models are summarized in Table 7,1-1, As can be seen, no model is

superior in all respects. However', the Oceanographic Unit's model

can be considered inferior. Its data are accumulated records from
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400 bits are needed to generate a landfall probability of 1X.

For the continuous case, this can be done with as few as 4 hits,

providing the 4 dots are from separate "spills." Generally,

it will take somewhat more than 4 hits since many hits are likely to

be redundant  i. e. belonging to a spill that already hit!, but



ships passing through an area and has no time ser ies sttuc tore to it.

Its chief shortcoming, however, is its neglect of the persistence of

the wind. It assumes that any oil released durinp onshore wind

will reach shore. This tends to greatly overeat itnate the probability

of impact in an area oppos]te in direction frotn the dominant wind

direction. And the longer the travel time required, the greater this

overeat imate is likely to be. The mis-estimate+ are not even

consistent since the dominant wind direction may vary with the season.

Thus 'the model may have bt en particularly ill-ati} ted For the task

to which it was put in the Argo Merchant aftertnath a comparison

of the chances of landfall in winter vs. spring. For it overestimated

these chances in winter and underestimated them for spring, during

which the dominant winds are toward shore.

The URT Nonte-Carlo model suf fers from having no memory. The

USGS mode1 has a one-step memory. This al lowe c} the USGS to use

observed winds as its initial wind, thereby updat ing its progections.

The fewer the number of t}me steps to landfall, the more important

this ability to update can be.

The direct use of historical wind sequences provides a memory

far longer than one time step. It might allow fur'ther updating and

thus might allow probabilities to reflect longer � term systematic

wind pat teens, such as those related to storms and ~ther weather

condj,tiona. Thus it is proba" ly to be preferred «synthetic time

series, which can never be better than the original data.

Another factor favoring use of actual historica l records following
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spill i.s the time factor, It takes a while to prepare transi-

tion matrices. In the Argo Merchant case it is merely fortuitous

the USGS had them on hand. Possible drawbacks of direct use

p f time s erie s, however, are that it is more expensive in terms o f

computer time than the lag-one kharkov models and that the length

of the historical. sequence puts a limit on the number of independent

trajectories that can be run.

While the CEDDA model might thus be considered the most trust-

worthy in terms of its statistical scheme, it has other problems.

One is its use of a current that is probably not very applicable

to the area and is not seasonal. In the spring, use of this current

increases the calculated chances of landfall by a factor of 30 over

the calculations made using only winds.

With all the above-mentioned problems and sources of variability,

a case might be made fax use of physical models, such as Bumpus'

data. Bumpus' drift bottles perform the superposition of wind, tides,

waves and currents automatically. The wind and current fields are

far superior to those used in computer models because they are

spatiallly variable and continuous � i. e., the spatial and temporal

resolution is infinitely greater. Moreover, it is certainly better

to use the drift bottle data directly, than to use them first to

calculate currents  as was done in the USGS model! and then

use these cuxrents along with winds . This is because wind will

bee counted twice and because current estimates from the drift

bottottle studies are tenuous, owing to the unknown travel times of
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of the bottles. The data used can be very sf-te specific and tfmc-

specific  e.g., monthly!. Finally, where it is available, results

from dri f t bottle studies are free and virtually instantaneous,

requiring no computer.

Upon closer examination, however, the drif t bot t le "model" suf fera

from many of the same problems as the computer models. For one, the

movement of the bot ties, which extend six inches into the water

column, probably does not accurately simulate oil movement, since

there im a large current gradfent at the surface  Madsen, 1977! . There

are also accounting problems stemming from the fact that a "hit" is

not recorded unless it fs reported. Some bottles might hit and

then be carried out to sea again. Others might never be seen. There

is also some reason to suspect that discovery rates will vary season-

ally because fewer people go to the beach in winter. Thus, this

would make drif t bot t le data somewhat suspect even for r clat f ve

comparisons of seasonal impact.

Finally, the drift bottle data are of limited usefulness, They

can only produce probability of landfall, but not of the oil's impacting

offshore areas such as the Georges Bank. And the data give high

estimates cf expected travel time to land.

Civen the discussion so far, were the risk assessment models

adequate for the task to which they were put in t' he Argo Merchant

Bumpus pointed out, however, that there are some peop!e on the beach
in winter  e. g., beachcombers! and that these people are more intent
on ffnding things. The relative intensity of their search may
compensate for their low numbers and it is thus impossible to say for
certain that a smaller percentage of beached bottles will be reported
in winter-
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namely the calculation of landfall probability as a function of

 or seasan! of release? A summary of the estimates available

RRT, the NRT and o the rs involved in the dec is ion on disposal

the bow  Section 6.1! is shown in Figure 7.1-4. What the figure

shows is extremely wide var iabil it y, perhaps indicating that any

individual model was not very trustworthy. Landfall probabilities

for January range from 2X for Bumpus to 10K for the CEDDA model

with current. And the spread is actually greater than this because

the lowest estimate is for landfall anywhere in the U.S. and Canada

while the highest figure is for landfall on Nantucket only. In June,

estimates ranged from IO/. to 90K.

In short, taking all the models together one might be justified

in saying that the probabibity of landfall was greater in the spring

than in the winter. What the probability difference is, however,

cannot be determined. Some models, like that of the USGS, show

huge differences while others, like the Ocenaographic Unit's,show

small differences. The CEDDA model without current actually shows

a greater chance of impact in the winter than in the spring. The

model results are then at the level of being qualitative and not

quantitative.

The next question however, is how much accuracy was needed for

"«ctuai problem at hand? Would the decision on the bow have changed
had th«stimated probabilities changed by IX, by 10K, by 50X? For
the it appears that the qualitative results of all the models

sufficient, because the decision to blow up the bow also made
sense for ecological and economic reasons, Those challenging the
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FIGURE 7.1-4: Monthly landfall probabilities ca].culated
by vari.ous models.
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decision, on the other hand, disregarded 'the modeling almost complete]y,

no risk of landfall was acceptable if other options remained.

This is an interesting point. Models are used in many controver-

involving environmental or health risks. Examples include the

modeling used to predict the probability of various nuclear power

plant accidents or the risk to the populatio~ from release of some

form o f carcinogen. In many cases, those oPPosing a Possibly risky

activity attack. it along two fronts simultaneously. One front is

ro challenge the model directly, in an attempt to show that the model

underestimates the risk. The second line of attack is to claim

that. even if the projected risk is correct, it is too high anyway,

In the Argo Merchant incident, opponents of the proposed bow

demolition took only the second track, and apparently did not attack

the models directly, although the preceeding discussion has shown

that they easily could have.

7.2 Studies of Slick Weatherin and Pate

The various processes that act to dissipate the surface oil slick

and determine the ultimate fate of the oil were reviewed in Chapter 2

 See Figure 2. 3-1!. Essentially, they include evaporation, dissolution,

vertical dispersion, biological and photochemical oxidation, and

several mechanisms for bringing oil to the bottom sediments ~

m~ntioned then that our ability to predict the magnitudes and rates

of thesehese processes under given conditions lags behind our ability

to do the same for surface slick advection, This was illustrated

after the Argo Merchant spill by the great uncertainty of the
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scientists over how much oil would reach the bottom.

illustrated later on when Capt. Hein, looking ahead to closing the

response, could not get reliabl.e information on the ultimate break-

up of the slick. Nor could the scientists predict without experiments

whether the oil would burn .

Prediction and study of these processes can be done for all

three post-spill science reasons, Choice of a proper cleanup technique,

for instance, requires a knowledge of the ultimate faCe of the oil,

In fact, many such techniques � dispersants, sinking, microbial

seeding or burning are merely artificially enhanced versions of

these same processes. And those that aren' t, such as skimming or

removal by adsorption to straw or other sorbents, require knowledge

at least of the oil's viscosity and thickness . Chemical studies are

also vital to assessments, both from a legal and biological stand-

point. From a legal standpoint, knowledge of the composition and

weathering-induced changes will be needed to fingerprint the oil

to verify or disprove that oil found to cause some damage is really

from the spill. From a biological standpoint, assessment of

effects depends directly on Che time-history of exposure concentrations.

And as we have seen, our lack of rate parameters provides gri.st for

spill-of-opportunity studies,

The following sect'ions treat Investigations of chemistry of

the oil itself, the water column and the sediments, respectively,

7.2.1 What is interesting about the oil sampling program is not what
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done, but what was not done. What was not done was to take suf-

ficient samples of the cargo. The one sample that. was taken was by

individual initiative, while the persons responsible for it neglected

this in all the confusion. This is somewhat understandable but

nevertheless unfortunate.

It is unfortunate for a number of reasons. Firstly, the two

prescreening methods used by the Coast Guard R6D Center required a

reference sample against which to measure concentrations. Without

a cargo sample, Richard Jadamec had to use a surface slick sample

which had no doubt already lost some of its cutter stock through

evaporation. Si.nce it was this cutter stock, and the cutter stock

alone, that seemed to have entered the water column, use of this

reference sample led to somewhat misleading concentration estimates.

Eventually Jademac switched to a standard American Petroleum Institute

No. 2 fuel oil as a reference.

In addition, there were two types of oil in the Argo Nerchant.

Identifying any oil on the beach as Argo Merchant oil in a legally

sufficient manner would have required, it seems, two reference

samples. Finally, the failure to rake adequate reference samples in

adequate quantities is unfortunate for what might have been done

with them. The actual oil could have been used in acute bioassays

or other laboratory tests later conducted using substitute oils, or

large quantities could have been used for artificial weathering

tests which would help in identifying very aged oil found on a beach.

Of course, far better information about weathering could have

been obtained by periodic sampling of the slick itself over time, The
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most information would have been gathered by sampling the same

pancake over time. Changes in composition and physical properties

could have been correlated with visual observations of the apparent

thickening of the pancakes. It might have also been nice to sample

the thin sheen as well, to understand the fractionation of oil on

the surface.

There were, as has been mentioned, only 10 surface slick samples

taken during the course of the spill, none later than December 25. The

precise ages of these samples were not known. Had the sampling locations

been recorded accurately  which they generally weren' t!, it might have

been possible to determine the age of each sample by hindcasting the

slick's movement. Nevertheless, despite the lack of a well-documented

time series, an attempt was going to be made to at least compare the

physical properties of the December 25 sample from Pancake l with those

of Milgram's cargo sample and slick sample of December l9. This was

never done because Milgram became disenchanted with the whole affair

after EPA could not guarantee the work would be financed.

It can easily be argued that the information derived from such

a weathering experiment would not be worth the trouble of tracking

a particular pancake out to great distances and continually sampling

it. Much of the weathering informati.on gained from slick sampling
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reflects evaporation, which is fairly well understood,* Slick

sampling alone cannot give information on dissolution and dispersion

or slower processes because they are so dominated for most oils by

evaporation. However, evaporation was probably not as important

for the Argo Merchant crude oil and the slick did persist long

enough to perhaps detect evidence of photo-oxidation and biodegradation.

In some experiments, for instance, photo-oxidati.on has been connected

with large  i.e., 2 orders of magnitude! increases in viscosity which

lag behind an initial increase attributable to evaporation  Hellmann,

1971!-

.Tohn Farrington of WHOI was one chemist who thought such a study

would have been worth it, if only for legal purposes, The information

now available, he explained, could not permi.t unambiguous identifica-

tion of 60-day-old tar balls that washed up on the beach, because it

is hard to extrapolate the signature of relatively young oil  less

than 10 days! to very old oil. He also thought it a valuable study

for its own sake. "What a wonderful chance to understand weathering

of oil," he said, "and we blew it."

7.2.2 Water Column Investi ations

More than most other activities, the water column sampling suffered

from a lack of preparedness. This is because the time scales of

Knowing the composition of the oil or the breakdown by boiling points,
it is possible to predict how much of the oil will evaporate, How
fast this evaporation will occur is somewhat more difficult to predict,
though there are several models which attempt this  Stolzenbach
et al. 1977!.
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remains can be quickly dispersed to very small concentrations,

Measuring both droplet entrainment and true solution requires sampling

right under the oil in the first few days after a spill. This in

turn requires samplers that can sample under the oil yet avoid

collecting surface oil. In addition, if bottles rather than nets

 e.g., see Forrester, 1971! are used, the droplets must be filtered

out quickly. Otherwise, they can coalesce and resurface or dissolve.

McAuliffe �977!, for instance, measured dissolved hydrocarbon

concentrations beneath four experimental spills which other evidence

led him to believe actually stemmed from dispersed oil that had

dissolved between the times of sample collection and sample analysis.

The water column investigations general.ly did not do what was

required to catch hydrocarbons in the water column. Tbe first cruise

which took samples beneath the slick was that of the Evergreen on

December 22 and 23  Section 4.6!. This 8-day lag was not actually

as costly as it could have been because the major part of the spill

did not occur' until December 21.

In addition, many of the cruises suffered from one or several

difficulties. The Oceanus would not go into contaminated areas and

did not have the proper samplers for those areas anyway, URI's

Endeavor was also supposed to avoid the oil, It's droplet entrainment
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dissolution and vertical dispersion are fairly short. Oil starts

dissolving and dispersing immediately after spilling. More important-

ly, it begins to disappear from the water column almost immediately

after entering it, either by latching onto sediment particles,

coalescing and resurfacing, evaporating or being degraded. Vhat



inves t igations seemed destined not to detect anything, largely for

failure to get close enough quickly enough. The vessels that did

sample sufficiently beneath the slick using sterile bag samplers were

the Coast Guard cutters Vigilant and Bittersweet. The cutters did

closely spaced sampling in the immediate proximity of the wreck,

where the oil was probably pretty fresh, Not surprisingly, it is

these samples that were found to contain the highest petroleum

hydrocarbon leve.ls, leaving open the possibility that earlier and

more frequent sampling might have detected even greater amounts. Like

many of the worthwhile activities following the spill, incidentally,

having the cutters sample the water column was not preplanned,

but rather thought of by chance.

In short, it does not appear that the sampling was sufficient

to determine the time history of oil in the water column or even to

allow an estimate of the amount of oil that entered the water column.

This is despite the fact that water column samples were taken on

virtually every cruise at virtually every station, Also, little

can be said from the sampling about droplet dispersian, Droplets

were gathered on some subsurface net tows and entrainment was visually

observed by Professor Milgram from a nearby vessel. On the other

hand, the divers noticed no tearing off of oil glohules and URI's

droplet test seemed unlikely to detect anything,

7.2.3 Sediment Investi ations

A quick response is not as necessary for determining sediment

hydrocarbon concentrations as it is for determining water column
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concentration. Although oil in the sediment can move, become resus-

pended and degrade, these processes are not likely to be very rapid.

Most oil can remain in the sediments for months, migrating slowly

along the bottom. More difficult problems are the Likely patchiness

of the distribution of bottom oil and the detection of buried oil.

This latter problem might have been significant in the case of the

Argo Merchant spill because the wave motions and currents were known

to shift the sandy sediments around quite a bit.

Not limited by time, the sediment investigations were able to

benefit from the detailed planning of the January 3-4 meeting at

Woods Hole  Section 6. 2! and the one at Rhode Island on January 21

 Section 6.5!. Interestingly, the plan developed at the first meeting

was not followed on the URI sediment survey cruise in early February.

For instance, the plan recommended use of box corers as the sediment

sampler. Yet URZ used its familiar Smith-Mclntyre grab instead, be-

cause its box corer was broken and the Endeavor's winch, needed to

raise and lower it, was not working yet. Besides, the box corer is

an extremely unwieldy device, difficult to operate in rough seas.

Because the box corer was not used, Ron Kolpack of the University

of Southern California remained unconvinced that the URI cruise had

unearthed all the oil that was to be found in the sampled area. Kol-

pack, who had chaired the NOAA meeting and had been the main proponent

of the box corer, explained that other sediment samplers can create a

how wave from compression of the water in their paths as they descend-

This wave might dislodge any light surf icial coating of oil before the
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sample reaches it. The box corer, open at its back, however, mimimizes

this possibility, Kolpack said. But URI's Kva Hoffman defended the

use of the Smith-Nclntyre grabs. When oil was found in the sediment,

it turned out, it did not appear to be in the form of a surficial

coat, but rather of tarballs mixed into the sand.

Another recommendation of the NOAA meeting was that the cruise

sample along transects to the southwest of the spill, in the direction

of bottom current movement. This was not made part of URI's plan for

the Endeavor cruises  Figure 6.5-1!, the scientists reasoning instead

that oil would most likely be found in sediments below the path of

the surface sli.ck. The southwestern most station sampled on the ear'ly

February cruise was one that was added during the cruise based on

pre-screening results from nearby stations. Since this was one of the

last stations sampled, however, the cruise could not continue further

southwest. So this was done on the followup cruise in late February.

The upshot of this is that the URI sediment sampling determined

that sediment in the path of the surface slick was not contaminated.

The conclusion that whatever contamination did occur leaked directly

into the sediment from the bow is also probably valid. But since the

station furthest southwest contained oil, there is no way of knowing

how far the oil extended beyond that, and hence no way of determining

its velocity. The URI sediment sampling was much more effective in

saying what areas were not contaminated than in providing information

on the movement and extent of oil that did reach the sediment.

In summary, we can note the contrast between the efficacy of the
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trajectory observations and those of weathering. Trajectory operations

were the prime concern of the SOR team. It had the equipment on hand

to perform its mission and the ability to charter planes if necessary.

These operations came off quickly and fairly smoothly. Chemical in-

vestigations were a secondary priority and were not planned as well.

The SOR team could nor get sterile bag samplers for everyone nor could

it get a ship into the water until five days after the grounding-

Many of the things that should have been done or which could have been

done were not done for want of ship, samplers or initiative . Interest-

ingly, what little explicit planning there was � the National Con-

tingency Plan's directive to take oil samples and the January 3 Woods

Hole plan -- was not followed. In fact, the 2-day NOAA planning

session was almost a complete waste of time in that for better or for

worse, its sampling method, sampling station si lection and recommended

funding level were not implemented at all.

7.3 ~Blois ical Activities

The biological studies following the Argo Merchant oil spill

were somewhat different from previous such endeavors, in that an attempt

was made to determine the effects of a spill on an offshore fishery

area. Many previous studies, with the exception of the Santa Barbara

study and a few others, had concentrated on the effects of oil on

intertidal and benthic populations. Thus many of the things attempted

by NMFS were somewhat new for oi.l spill studies. This should be kept
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mind in reading the discussions that follow.

Post-spill investigations of biological impact can conceivably

be done for one or both of two reasons, One is to provide data by

which the effects of the spill can be evaluated. In the Argo Merchant

case, the effects of most interest are the long-term harm to commer-

cial fish and shellfish stocks. This may require assessment of effects

on non-commercial organisms and other parts of the food chain that

might influence commercial species populations. The other reason is

to study effects of oil to learn something. The following analysis

will discuss the biological studies in relation to how useful they

were in achieving these goals, though, it will be pointed out

eventually, not all the studies had both goals in mind. Discussion

will be restricted to the short-term studies, completed by March, and

mainly to the NMFS efforts  Sections 4.7, 6. 3, 6.4!, rather than those

by URI and WHOI.

7. 3. I Zoo l ank t on S tud ie s

To review, zooplankton were collected using standard oblique

bongo tows on the three NHFS cruises. At the time of this writing,

only the samples from the first cruise in December had been sorted

and classified and examined for contamination. The surveys found that

oil contaminated zooplankton in three ways and that this contamination

occurred equally if not more so in zooplanktons sampled outside the

surface slick areas.

But that is about all it showed. It could not, for instance,

determine percent contamination as a function of exposure . First,
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it could not determine length of exposure. Nor could it even determine

how many of the uncontaminated zoopiankters had been exposed. This

is because an oblique tow integrates the whole water column. It does

not permit a separation to be made between surface organisms, likely

to have been exposed to oil, and those at depths where oil concentrations

were probably lower. Finally, it is not known how much contamination

might have occurred in drawing the nets up through the surface at

the contaminated stations. Ray Naurer, who headed the zooplankton

study, noted that closing nets, which can sample over short depth

ranges, might have been used to determine contamination as a function

of depth. However, as George Kelly pointed out, these nets are un-

reliable, and even in closing would not prevent contamination of

samples from depth by a surface slick. hfaurer said that to really

have learned something about the effects of oil on zooplankton would

have required following a cohort of the animals from before impact

until much after, sampling over time.

Nor was there any way of assessing the entire effect on the

zooplankton from the few sampling stations. This would have required

sampling many more stations at varying distances from the slick, and

repeating this over time. The quick December survey di.d not even

permit a determination of how many and what zooplankton were out there

in what numbers in the oil's path. This is because of the great

patchiness in zooplankton distributions, as discussed in detail by
Parsons and Takahashi �973! . Even the six closely spaced samples
 about 10 miles apart! of the first Delaware cruise showed great
variability in numbers as was shown in Figure 4. 7-1, The smallness
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of sample size and large temporal spacing between cruises will also

prevent any estimate of the amount of oil sunk by ingestion by copepods

and subsequent excretion in heavier-than-water fecal pellets.

Finally, even a complete assessment of impact on zooplankton

would not have been of much use in determining the effects on commercial

fish stocks. Zooplankton are a major part of the food chain, positioned

right above the primary producers and serving as food for floating

larvae and other fish. A reduction in zooplankton might be expected

to affect larval survival and contamination of zooplankton might be

expected to travel up the food chain. But exactly how much so is

completely unknown. There are just too many variables and too many

gaps in our understanding of the marine ecosystem.

In any case, said Maurer, the zooplankton studies were not meant

to quantitatively determine oil's impact on zooplankton, or through

them, on fish. They were "just observations," he said.

7.3.2 Icth o lankton Studies

Studies of the effects of oil on fish eggs were also limited

drastically by the small sample size. Arlene Longwell looked at 79

cod eggs and 162 poll.ock eggs. With these eggs divided among 6

stations, numbers of each species per station dropped to as low as 0

in one case and less than 10 in several others. One problem with the

small sample size and small number of stations was making a connection

between the oil's presence and moribundity. Longwell's

findings  Figure 7.3-1!, taken from Grose and Hattson �977!, show that

percentage-wise, mortality and moribundity of pollock eggs were highest
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the clean stations. Cod egg mortality and moribundity were also

highest at a "clean" station. This suggests either that contaminated

eggs moved out of the spill area or that natural mortality could be

part of what was being observed. Little was known about the natural

mortality of pollock and cod eggs and Longwell did not publish data

showing percentage contaminated at each station, and relating mori-

bundity to contamination. She said in an interview that more

fowled eggs were moribund. At station 9, 60X were contaminated and

94K moribund or dead, suggesting both oil-induced and natural mortality.

"lf you want my gut feeling," Longwell said, "we were seeing an impact
out there. But I wouldn't want to put a figure on it." The importance

of the study,she said, was that it documented for perhaps the first

time that oil adhered to the chorion  outer membrane! of fish eggs

and might have caused genetic damage. In particular, if the subsequent

EPA/NMPS laboratory experiments are any indication, chorion contamina-

tion of eggs may never have been seen in the laboratory, demonstrating
again the importance of studies of real spills.

It should be pointed out that, as with the zooplankton, even had

it somehow been possible to determine both the absolute number of

egg deaths produced by the spill over the entire cod and pollock

fisheries as a percentage of the total number spawned, it would still

have been impossible to assess the importance of these figures on the
eventual health of the fish stocks, This is because of the extremely
low  far less than LX! natural survival of eggs to maturity, As Paul
Lefcourt put it, "If a cod produces 5 million eggs and only one of them
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survives naturally, what does it mean even if we could document that

Argo Merchant oil killed 50 percent of the eggs?"

7.3.3 Food Habits

The food habits analysis was undertaken to see whether fish

ingested oil. Such ingested oil might get into the tissues of the

fish causing harmful effects or tainting  oily taste!. The study

found that 3 fish 2 cod and a little skate had ingested Argo

Merchant oil. The result was somewhat significant since no oil had

been found in 38,000 stomach analyses of 82 species since 1963.

Just how significant this finding was, however, is impossible

to say. For instance, it was impossible to say from the samples

examined how widespread oil ingestion had been, The stomachs with oil

represented less than lX of those examined. On the other hand,

considering cod alone the figure was 3X. But then agai.n, there were

no immediately evident reasons to believe that cod should be any

different from several other species in feeding habits germane to oil

ingestion. Statistical problems were again numerous. Sample size was

too small to permit a breakdown by station. And since sampling of fish

on the first Delaware cruise had been conducted only outside the spill

area, it was difficult to determine how much ingestion had occurred in

the contaminated area. Nor had the sampling been done on the first

cruise to the southwest of the vreck and just by it, likely places for

As Longwell pointed out, this problem also has implications for recovery
of damages through litigation. How responsible, for instance, is an
oil spiller who kills large numbers of eggs when the water temperature
was too low to allow them to survive anyvay?



bott�m oil and benthic invertebrate contamination to be ~

Nor was it possible to determine the effects of ingested oil on

fish, This could not be done, said RfFS' s Ray Bowman, because it

was not known which stomach belonged to which fish, since the

stomachs were cut out immediately on the cruises. The extensive

analyses of food habits could not help much either, despite the fact

that a change in feeding habits might have been indicative of some

sublethal effect. The small sample size, especially when broken down

by species and fish length  an important parameter influencing feeding!

made it difficult to come up with significant findings. In addition,

Bowman explained, most of the baseline data on feeding habits was for

the fall and spring. Since benthic invertebrate populations vary

seasonally, comparisons with the winter post-spill samples would have

been misleading. Even i.f winter baseline data had been available, and

significant changes in feeding habits detected, it would not be easy

to tell whether these changes were evidence of oil-induced behavioral

changes in the fish or population changes in the benthic invertebrates.

In fact, if the goal was merely to look for ingested oil, Bowman was

not clear as to why the detailed stomach content analyses were done in

the first place, except that they had always been done that way.

7.3.4 Ph siolo ical and Biochemical Investi ations

By now a pattern seems to be emerging, and the investigations of

sublethal effects seems to fit the mold. Blood samples of fish taken

on the January Delaware cruise show some disruption of ionic balance

in contaminated vs non-contami.nated regions. Tests on live bivalve
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samples showed some reduced respiration in the contaminated region.

However, said Fred Thurberg of the NMFS laboratory in Nilford, Conn.,

the results would not hold up statistically.

For one thing, fish and some bivalves could have moved into and

out of the spill area. Secondly, the contaminated areas were

distinguished from the uncontaminated areas on the basis of surface

slick observations. But the distinction of real interest would

have been on the basis of subsurface contamination, which did not

necessarily coincide with surface contamination. These effects

could have been partially accounted for by doing a station -by-station.

breakdown, but sample numbers were too small to do anything but an
oiled vs. clean area breakdown.

Samples analyzed from the Wieczno cruise did not show the sublethal

effects, suggesting either migration or recovery of harmed species,

Both these possibilities suggest that it might have been even more

useful to have performed these analyses on samples from the first

Delaware cruise when pollution had fust begun its peak period,

7.3.5 Benthic Studies

The effects of oil on benthic organisms is one of the more

frequently studied effects of oil spills. This is because the benthos
are easily sampled and don't move very far. There is thus less

doubt about which organisms were in contaminated areas. Benthic

samples were taken by URI and Woods Hole as well as NHF'S after the
Argo Merchant spill.

According to WHOI's Howard Sanders, who did extensive benthic
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studies of the subtidal region after the West Falmouth spill in 1969,

the ideal way to carry out such a study is to start with extensive

prespill baseline data for various spill and control areas and then to

monitor changes in species abundance and diversity for a long time

afterwards. "You have to get there damned quickly and keep with it,"

said Sanders, who has been followi.ng stations from the West Falmouth

spill for 7 years.

It does not appear that the repeated sampling of affected vs

non-affected areas will be carried out because the post-spi.ll study

seems to have died down. This is perhaps largely because very little

oil was found in the sediments. URI does have some samples over

time from a few contaminated stations. These data have not been

reported yet. When WHOI resampled some of its baseline sights in

early March, said Sanders, it discovered a threefold drop in popula-

tion, perhaps suggesting the effects of oil, though seasonal or other

variations might be partial explanations. Said Sanders about the

search for post-spill effects, "If you don't look, you don't find."

7.3.6 Laborator Studies

Only the briefest mention will be made of these and this is to

say that regardless of the internal quality of the laboratory tests

to determine the effects of oil on cod eggs, they are not closely

related to the spill. They do not use Argo Merchant oil, nor do they

use it in concentrations measured in the field. The reason for this,

of course, does not lie with the experimenters but with the lack of

adequate oil and water column sampling.
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One of the reasons for studying spills of opportunity is to make

laboratory tests more realistic and relevant because of the difficul-

ties in extrapolating laboratory data to the real world. Laboratory

testing done in conjunction with a post-spill study should conceivably

be able to take advantage of in situ measurements to better simulate

field conditions. But these lab tests could not . Regardless of

their quality, these tests really had little to do with the Argo

Merchant spill. They were prompted by it, but they could have been

done at any time at all.

7.3.7 Summer of Biolo

The biology investigations seem to have many aspects in common,

largely because they were planned together and relied on samples

from the same cruises. It is useful to briefly summarize these

aspects.

One thing that is clear Is that the state of our understanding of

biological effects of oil legs behind our understanding of its fate.

This is largely because our understanding of biological oceano-

graphy in general lags behind our understandings of the mere movement

of water. Understanding the biological workings of the ocean requires

understanding water movements as well as a lot more. The problems

of synopticity, spatial and temporal resolution and coverage, and

sampling technique, which were annoyances or obstacles for other

studies, seem immovable objects for biological studies. Understanding

the marine ecosystem requires sampling extremely closely, extremely
often and over an extremely wide area, yet as synoptically as possible
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 Kelly, 1976; Parsons and Takahashi, 1973!,

The state of the art and our understanding of the ecosystem

interactions, in short our ability to model the marine ecosystem,

clearly precluded any attempt to predict the long-term effects on

the Northeast fisheries fram the short-term study.

The short-term studies, however, were also not as effective as

they could have been in documenting short-term effects of the types

studied. They were all essentially q~alitative, not quantitative�

merely observations. It was observed that oil contaminated zooplankton,

contaminated egg chorions, was ingested into stomachs of fish and

probably had some sublethal effects on fish and bivalves. But neither

the absolute magnitude of the effect, nor the part of the observed

effect directly attributable to oil, nor the magnitude of the effect

as a function of level of exposure could be determined. The studies

suffered from many common problems, among them the small sample size

at each station, the lack of stations on the first Delaware cruise,

the lack in particular of stations in the oiled area on the first

cruise, the lack of appropriate baseline data  much of what was

available was for spring and autumn!, the lack of an adequate time

series of samples, and the use of surface contaminated areas for

studies requiring knowledge of subsurface contamination,

Some of these insufficiencies were beyond the control of the

investigators, particularly the state of baseline data, or beyond
the state of the art, such as understanding of mec hanisms of contamin-

ation or the inability to sample in and beneath the slick without
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contaminating the samples.

Other problems, however, were manmade. The claim is made that

the studies could have been made more quantitative and more useful

but for some institutional reasons. Merely increasing the sample

sizes and the number of stations on the first cruise, then resampling

the same stations again might have eliminated the statistical insigni-

ficance of the findings and raised them to the level of quality where

they might be publishable in a journal. The fi.rst cruise was as short

as it was because of delays in obtaining the ship in the beginning and

the coming of Christmas at the end.

Another instit'utional problem was the shortness of planning time,

which caused NMFS to rely too heavily on its standard techniques.

Had they had time to plan, NMFS scientists might have come up with

some veil-designed, well-controlled experiments and might have done

some things, such as trying to follow the same group of organisms

through time, which vere not part of the standard repertoire .

Even larger obstacles, however, were NMFS's limited manpower

and money. The Northeast Fisheries Center devoted as many as 40 of its

employees to Argo Merchant--related work for a time which put a

tremendous strain on its ability to perform its day-to-day functions.

It also clearly limited the scope of what could be accomplished,

"I was told to just see what I could do on a very limited basis with

limited funding and no extra people," said Thurberg, who tested the

respiratory rates of the bivalves. The funding limitations also

prevented a long-term study specific to the Argo Merchant from
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continuing and kept later samples from being analyzed as quickly as

the early ones.

In discussing the quantitative vs qualitative value of their

work, vi.rtually all the NNFS investi.gators pointed out that the work

was not meant to be more than just a quick survey. "We weren't trying

to study the effects on zooplankton or on fish," said Naurer. "They

were just observations," said stomach prober Bowman. "It was just

a quickie, quickie report. It was done to more or less see oil there

and to give some idea of the benthic invertebrates." "Et was not

supposed to be a full-scale study," said Thurberg of his sublethal

effects research. "We had neither the people nor the funding for it."

It is thus perhaps unfair to criticize the NMFS studies for

failing to accomplish all they could have. As observations alone,

some were extremely valuable, particularly the contaminations of the

chorion and the observations of what is probably oil--induced genetic

damage to embryos. What is important to note, however, is the

combination of lack of knowledge, lack of funding and lack of plan-

ning time that led NNFS to reduce its goals to quick surveys. Better

short-term studies would have been difficult but would have been

possible if the institutional barriers could have been overcome, and

had the NHFS investigators been given a mandate to do the best job

possible rather than just going into it to see what they could see.

7.4 Interactions Amon Activities

To adequately evaluate the scientific response requires more than

merely judging the individual activities for their internal quality.
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Fqually as important is to judge the combinations and intezactio~s o f

the various activities. This interaction can be quit«omplex, a<

illustrated in Figure 7.4-1, which shows some of the interactionm

following the Argo Merchant spill. Sometimes one activity's res~ jt s

may influence the conduct of another. For instance, as we have aeon

the slick mapping was of use on several occasions in planning chemi< al
and biological sampling sites. Or, there may even be mutual feedback

between two activities such as the on-line modeling and the overf lights
In addition, there are other cases where one activity does not

influence another directly, but where both must he conducted in order

for anything to be gained. Leeway experiments would not be usefuI

if oil velocities were measured without simultaneous wind velocity

measurements, and measurements of sublethal effects of fish are more

useful if correlated with measurements of petroleum hydrocarbon

levels in the water and fish tissues.

As the previous analysis has shown, the same activity may be

called upon to serve many fucntions, snd different levels of "quality

 i. e., timing, spac ing and resolution! may be required for various

functions. Further, when two or more activities must be combined

to get s meaningful result, the quality of that result often is

limited by the quality of the weakest activity. This was shown most

clearly for the on-line modeling, where increasing the quality of
model formulation beyond a certain point would have made no differe<
because of errors in wind forecasts.

It would be impossible to get through all the possible interacti
and to evaluate the mix of post-Argo Merchant activities compared
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KFY TO FIGURE ye4-1

~ Efficient end/or useful interections during Argo Merci|sot
response.

� � ~ Potential interactions between activities that were not efficient
or useful duri.ng Argo Merchant response.

�!

�!
�!
�!

�!

�!
 8!
 9!
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�1!
�2!

�3!

�4!

�5!

�6!
 I7!

�8!

�9!

�0!
�1!
�2!

�3!

fLeeway figure'measured by SOR team used for Oceanographic Unit s
model.

On-scene weather observations needed for forecast calibration but
were not received quickly enough by NWS.
Drifters measure Lagrangian currents.
Drifters also can help in slick tracking and guiding of overflights.
Wind, current and oil movement observations are needed simultan-
eously to measure leeway.
Winds, currents and models together can be used for model verifica-
tions studied.

These model studies may advance state of art.
Leevay measurements meant to advance state of art of spill modeli.ng.
Wind and weather forecasts directly useful to OSC for planning of.
dives, salvage operations, flights, etc.
Trajectory modeling was not as useful as it could have been in
aiding OSC.

Win.d forecasts needed for oil forecasts.
Slick sampling might have provided "ground truth" correlation for
Deaver's estimates of slick thickrress.
Overflights provided input for on-line model. On-line model
meanwhile guided and determined the overflight.
Forecasts of trajectory of surface oil might be necessary to
forecast ultimate fate of oil.
Models  risk or forecast! might have been used to plan sampling
stations.

Slick maps were widely used in sampling station planning.
Oil samples can be used for lab studies. So can actual water and
sediment samples, or concentrations measured in the fields
Surface and subsurface hydrocarbon measurements are needed to
make an oil budget. This could not be done for Argo Merchant spill.
An oil budget can give information to OSC.  e.g., if it is
known how much oil I.s on the surface and below, it might be possible
to determine the amount remaining in the vessel, a useful piece of
information for salvage attempts.
A complete oil budget would be a useful contribution to the field.
Budget might also be useful for damage assessment.
Forecasts of oil's fate are prerequisites to forecasting its
effects.

To determine effects of oil on benthos to further state of know-
ledge requires sampling both benthos and sediment hydrocarbon
concentrations.



�4! Sampling of all species and related lab work might be necessary
for complete damage assessment.

�5! To learn something about oil's effects on plankton, need to
sample plankton and oil concentrations in surface waters and
water column.

�6! This can advance state of knowledge.
�7! Effect on plankton can be input into short-term damage assessment
�8! Prediction of fate and effects of oil needed for choice of

cleanup technique.
�9! Cleanup technique advice of value to OSC.
{30! Benthos effects studies useful to acquire new understanding pf

effects.

�l! Benthos effects can be part of damage assessment.
�2! Sediment sampling useful for choosing benthic sampling sites.
�3! Slick and cargo analysis  could be used to help forecast fate of

oil  e.g., Milgram's tests indicated oil would not sink!.
�4! Quick screening of sediments helped influence choice of additional

grab stations.
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what might have been, i..e., to go through all the possible interactions

and analyze them for proper timing, equivalent I.evels of accuracy,

resolution, etc, Suffice it to say that there vere many such inter-

actions, as Figure 7.4-1 shows, and many good ones. Many of the SOR

team's activities fall into this category. There are also many not-

so-good ones. The current meter data was too late, the chemical

measurements and sampling program did not provide needed data to

guide laboratory biological experiments. In addition, there are many

possible interactions that are not even shown, activities that were

omitted. For instance, it might have been valuable to try to correlate

slick sampling with visual or photographic mapping, to provide the

mapping with needed "ground truth" correlation  Walsh, 1976! and to

better allow the maps to be used for oil volume estimates. While

sediment sampling might have been adequate to determine how much oil

reached the sediments, measurements of suspended sediments might

have increased the value of the sediment studi.es for model development

purposes. Similarly, surfactant measurements could have been made

to better understand droplet formation. And so on.

The main point is that a spill study can be an immensely complex

beast. To make the most of it, various activiti.es must be well

coordinated in space and time, This, in turn, generally required knowing
what to do in advance and completely understanding what to look

for. It can be seen that it requires some sort of a plan of action .

Which brings us to a very obvious but important point, which will be
returned to shortly.
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSEONS

8.1

This report has reconstructed the development of the scientific

response to the Argo Merchant oil spill, dissected it and examined it

along various cross-sections. The response was certainly a massive affair.

Between the day of the grounding, December 15, and the last day

of the Wieczno cruise, ~arch 7 a period of 83 days there were

at least 70 oil surveillance flights by 6 different groups to observe

or map the oil or to deploy drifters of various sorts. More than 800

photographs were taken  Grose and Mwttson, 1977!. A total of 1,725

seabed drifters were deployed at 119 locations, as were 11,000 drift

cards mainly in 12 locations, 3 plywood sheets, 5 datum marker buoys and

1 satellite- � tracked buoy . There were 152 XBT stations, 5 days of remote

wave height measurements, 17 days of continuous on-scene hourly wind

measurements, and about 55 days of special 6 hourly weather forecasts

for the grounding site. Five groups contributed a combined total of

2 forecast trajectory models, one bottom trajectory model, 5 probabilis-
tic models and 2 long-range forecasts.

There were 14 cruises by 8 different vessels directly in response

to the Argo Merchant spill and several others conducted primarily for

The exact number is debatable since the distinction between scientific
and non-scientific overflights is somewhat arbitrary, The figure
reported above generally excludes overflights which were conducted for
merely general observations, for salvage operations, for delivery of
equipment or for other purposes,
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other purposes which did some spill-related work. * The 14 principal
0*

cruises took about 300 water column samples for hydrocarbon analysis

at more than 100 stations and an additional 150 samples for nutrient

or salinity measurements' They also took some 330 sediment samples for

chemical or biological analysis at 150 stations. There were more than

300 plankton tows of various sorts,*** 56 fish trawls and more than

100 samples of sand and water taken in the intertidal zone, More

than 200 scienti.sts and technicians were involved, at least peripheral-

ly, in the response, They came from 6 federal agencies or departments,

several state  Massachusetts! agencies, 8 academic and research

institutions, about 8 commercial firms and one foreign country. They

came from as far as Alaska and Poland and from as near as Nantucket.

The scientific response cost at least $800,000  General Accounting

lt
Included in the 14 are some that might not be considered full-fledged
research cruises; namely the water column sampling jaunts by the Coast
Guard cutters Vigilant and Bittersweet. and the tug Whitefoot 's trip
to deploy current meters. The cruises considered as not being
primarily for Argo Merchant research include an FPCo BLM baseline
cruise in February, the special XBT transect by the cutter Dallas on
December 30 and a January cruise by the Coast Guard's Fvergreen.

The exact number of samples is difficult to determine. This is partly
because of insufficient documentation and differing terminology.
It is unclear, for instance, vhether to call a bongo tow that scrapes
the bottom a sediment sample. It is also unclear how to count a
sample that is subdivided for different purposes. The figures above
refer to sampling at the source. One grab constitutes one sample,
regardless of how many splits are made from it. One hydrocast vhich
collects water from three depths counts as three samples, however.
If the same station is sampled on two different cruises, it is counted
as tvo stations. In general an attempt is made to keep the figures
conservative.

**4
A bongo tow which collects two samples is counted as a single tow,
but the simultaneous towing of two bongo nets is counted as two
taws. Benthic plankton tows by a ring net attached to the fish rrawl
are not included in this figure.



Of f ice, 1977! and no doubt a lot more, since the volunteered time of

many academic scientists is not i.ncluded in the figure. A complete day-

by-day mapping of all the scientific activities through January 9 is

contained in the Appendix.

The scientific effort following the Argo Merchant spill was no

doubt one of the most massive post-spill efforts in history, Certainly

the short-term slick trajectory studies, with their associated mapping,

modeling and meteorological and oceanographi.cal data collection,

comprised one of the most extensive such efforts ever, This is all

the more remarkable when it i.s considered that the Argo Merchant spill

occurred much further offshore than many of the other well-studied

spills and that it traveled even further offshore than that. The short-

term biological studies. while perhaps falling short of their goals,

were also quite extensive. Et was one of the only times an attempt

was made to determine the effects on an offshore fishery and one of

the few times sublethal effects of various sorts were measured. In

that it now appears that there will be no long-term study of the spill's

effects, it can be said that there have been many spills with longer-

lasting and more extensive biological damage studies on the whole.

Many studies continue for a year at least. The study following the

West Falmouth spill in 1969 is still ongoing. However, once again the

location must be taken into account, Most of these longer-lasting

studies were of the more easily accessible intertidal zone, a place

the Argo Merchant's cargo never reached. In addition, the recently

started BLH baseline surveys and continuing NMFS cruises in the area

preclude, at least partially, the need for a special long � term study of
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the spill' s e f f ect s.

8.2

The analysis in Chapter 7, however, shows that despite the massi~~

effort, many of the activities were insufficient for the goals for

which they were intended. It remains to briefly summarize the overall

effectiveness of the response in meeting the three goals of post-spijl

science. This will both serve as an overall evaluation of the response

and point the way toward improvi.ng future responses,

8.2.1 Assistin the OSC

From the standpoint of assisting the cleanup effort, the Argo

Merchant spill was a fair.ly nondemanding one for scientists because

there essentially was no cleanup effort.  In a sense, then, the

scientific response was adequate for the OSC because an improvement in

it would not have improved the overall cleanup or salvage efforts,!

About all that Capt. Rein needed to know was the weather forecast

and general position of the oil. Much of the rest of the help scien-

tists provided was in answering questions from the press that Hein

couldn't answer. The few times scientific input was needed for

strategic decisions � where to tow the bow, when to deploy cleanup

In fact, many of the subsequent NMFS cruises altered their plans
slightly to account for the spill. ERCo, BLH's contractor for
Georges Bank chemical and biological baseline study, permanently
modified its sampling plan, moving two stations closer to the wreck
site. The spill site is also one of 20 stations along the East
Coast chosen for Ocean Pulse  NOAA,1977!, an upcoming NMFS program «
assess the biological health of the Atlantic OCS area.
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whether to blow up the bow and whenforces on an the decisions

were never o owo owed through or didn't matter anyw

y p oviding planes and vessels the OSC h l d

the scientists more than they helped

The essential wind and weather forecasts and the oil ~pplng

were provided i" exemplary fashion. These activities started shortly

after the grounding and had quick turnover times. The on-Line slick

forecasts by the Oceanographic Unit were not as exemplary si iy

cause it is impossible to set up such a system on the sp r of th

moment and expect it to function smoothly. Had it been needed for a

cleanup effort, the modeling might not have been adequate. Hein also

requested information of a predictive nature concerning weathering.
This he could not obtain because it was beyond the state of the art.
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8.2.2 Assessin the Dama e

It is too early to tell whether i.t will be possible to evaluate
the potential impact of most concern effects on commercial
fish stocks. Thi.s is a long-term effect because the damage most
likely to reduce fish stocks is the damage to eggs and larvae and
disruption of spawning. The year-class of eggs damaged will not
grow to catchable size for at least 3 years. For a variety of reasons
it is beyond our capability to extrapolate from measurements of short-
term effects to predictions of long-term effects. The only way to
measure these long-term effects is to wait for them to happen .

~ven then it may not be possible ro assess the magnitude of these
effects. A year-class fluctuates from l to 99 on a scale of 100



under normal conditions," explained George Kelly of MES. Isolating

the influence of the spill from the effects of fishing and from

natural fluctuations requires a long term series of population figures,

and probably equally long term data related to environmental conditions

and fishing effort. Said Kelly, "The only proof of impact will be the

complete absence of the 1976-1977 year class,"

The damages that could have been assessed somewhat better were the

short-term effects. Suffice it to say that the Argo Merchant studies

went beyond the surveys of immediate mortality and benthic species

diversity which characterized many previous studies, However, the
studies were generally inadequate statistically and suffered from

other shortcomings as well, The state of the att was not as big
an obstacle to these studies as it was to predicting lang-term
effects. However state of the art limitations did play a role,
particularly the inability to sample beneath the slick. Equally
important, however, was once again the fact that organizing the
necessary well-planned studies was impossible in the space of a few
days.

How adequate the assessment will be for legal purposes is also

hard to say . A peerless assessment is not needed, as noted by
Lutz and Neck �977!:

Courts, however, generally are stricter regarding
the certainty required about the fact of damage than
that certainty required for valuation of damage;
they will not allow uncertainty or difficulty in
determining the extent of damage to prevent
recovery for an in!ury to a substantial right..
The law only requires that the best evidence
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available in light of the nature of the case must
be presented.

If this is the case, then the qualitative findings of NMFS may be

adequate for recovery of some damages. What might not be adequate,

however, is the legal documentation of the assessment activities.

"You could probably write off from a legal standpoint all samples upto
and through the second cruise of the Endeavor," said George

Heimerdinger, who coordinated the chain of custody once it began,

Even after its belated start, only URI followed through on the chain of

custody. NMFS subdivided its samples and sent them out to its various

labs so quickly that Heimerdinger found it impossible to keep up
with them.

8.2.3 Advancin the State of the Art

For studying spills for the sake of acquiring new knowledge

there is no standard of adequacy imposed by outside factors such as

the needs of the OSC or legal requirements. Basically, the more that
can be learned, the better.

Much information of value is likely to be learned about the

physical behavior of surface slicks, including some quantitative

information. The movement of the surface slick is relatively easy
to study and the SOR team was ready with a plan and equipment, Some

interesting qualitative things were learned about the short � term

effects of oil, such as the adhesion of oil to the chorion of eggs
and the genetic damage to embryos, Adequate sampling and observations

of biology are much more difficult, and almost anything learned is
an advance of the state of knowledge.
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The big letdown as far as basic research is concerned, was the

failure to take bet.ter advantage of the chance to learn about the chemical

weathering of oil. While it was beyond the state of the art to predict

w'eathering, it was certainly not beyond the state of the art to measure

it. The abi.lity to model these processes is almost to the point where

quantitative rate and magnitude values will be needed. Yet these

vere not determined due to failure to sample quickly and adequately

enough, as detailed in Section 7.3.

S.3 No Coherent Plan

In short, while the response was admirable in many respects,

and extremely so when compared with many past efforts, it vas still

not as good as was necessary or desired, or as it could have been for

the same level of expenditure. One need merely imagine how much more

could have been accomplished vith the same number of ships and of
total ship-days, if all could have been coordinated in their efforts.

The preceding chapters have shown that there are several reasons

that the response was not as good as it could have been. One set
of reasons is virtually uncontrollable. They are the lack of long
term baseline data for biological assessment, the particular circum-
stances of the spill, especially the weather, and, most importantly,
state of the art limitations. The other set of factors is more or
less under human control. These are the instit~tional factors. To
a large extent, both what vas done and what vasn't done was determined
by these factors. What was done was largely a function of who and
what equipment vere available. In this sense, i.t was extremely
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fortunate that the spill occurred in a BLY lease area and in the

backyard of the academic/government research centers of Woods Hole

and Narragansett. What wasn' t done wasn't done largely because of the

delays, lack of planning, confusion, etc. that characterized the

response. It is important to note that the response is being

evaluated on scientific, not institutional grounds. Institutional

factors are important only insofar as they affect the scientific

quality. It is conceivable that a very poorly organized fumble of

a response could prove scientifically excellent. More likely is the

possibility that it might not matter at all how well planned and

coordinated the response is because the state of the are is so

limiting. Both these possibilities were somewhat realized in the

Argo Merchant response, but not completely. There were still many

cases where the response fell far short, for institutional reasons, of

what the state of the art would have al.lowed.

We have seen how the response snowballed in two weeks from vir-

tually nothing to ma/or proportions, as more and more scientists got

involved. We have seen that these scientists got involved for a number

of reasons. Some, mainly from EPA and the Coast Guard, were required to

*

Indeed, while virtually everyone interviewed agreed that the response
did not go as smoothly as possible, there was wide disagreement on
the final scientific quali.ty. One end of the scale was represented by
KPA's Paul Lefcourt. "I think the actual response was good," he said.
"There was a lot of flailing of arms behind the scenes, but the actual
response was good." The other side was represented by WHOI's John
Teal and John Farrington who, in the words of the latter, called
the response "Too li.ttle, too late." Explained Farrington, uNobody
would've designed an experiment like this, but since it happened
it's a tr'agedy we didn't make better use of it."
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respond by the National Contingency PIan. Nany others volunteered
out of concern and agreed to work without pay. The spill was, af'ter
all, an emergency,and a feeling of altruism, obligation or public
spirit motivated scientists initially. Still others, such as some of
the modelers and George Woodwell's group at NBL, responded to requests
from the Coast Guard, politicians, or other scientists, though the
willingness with which they responded made their response no less

altruistic than that of the volunteers. Not everyone was completely
altruistic however. Some groups, particularly some of the consulting
firms, were merely contractors, paid to provide a certain service,
usually flights and photos. Nore importantly, a very large number of

respondees were motivated by a desire to do their own research on the

spill of' opportunity. The main example of this, of course, was the

SOR team, which had very little intention originally of becoming the
main adviser to the Coast Guard and overall coordinator. Others

responding to the spill as a spill of opportunity included Jerry

Hilgram of HIT, who wanted to study dispersion of oil in the water

column by waves; some VRI researchers, who wanted to study dispersion
in general; EG6G, which wanted to test its drogues; and Dave Schulta

USGS group, which had been thinking for years of sampling intertidal
sands for hydrocarbon levels. A very common rationale, as has
seen, was something like the following: "We were going to do

anyway, so we figured we might as well do it then and help out
spill response as well."

Not everyone who might had had a motive did respond, however.
Noticeably absent, for instance, were the oil companies, who no
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had valuable expertise they could have offered or who mightdoubt a va u

d to study the spi.ll. as a spill of opportunity ln additionhave wante

e plan for che~i~ 1 dKRCo, w

the effects of

EG<G, Ray th

pys ca ' ""'"Parts for the >LM ba

have seen that at the time of the spill there was only one

complete plan specif ically geared f or post-spill science the SOR

team's and it was a very limited plan and an untested one at that.

We have seen how the SOR team, because it was there early and was

more organized than other groups, was drawn into the role of scientific

coordinator. It provided a vitally needed core around which the

rest of the response could grow. "If the spilled oil research team

wasn't there," observed EPA's Lefcourt, "it would have had to have

been invented. "

It is all too easy, however, to overestimate the efficacy of

the SDR team in organizing the response, This is done. for instance,

by the SOR team itself  Grose and Ywttson, 1977!, which wrote.'

When the Argo Merchant ran aground, there was virtually
no organized plan for conducting research on spilled oil.
with the exception of an outline plan of  the! NOAA
Coast Guard Spilled Oil Research Program. As the word
of the potential disaster got around by phone calls and
news media, people, agencies and institutions volunteered
their services and responded to requests for help. Within
a few days a coherent research plan specific to the Argo
Merchant was put together by participating scientists and
implemented, "

>f the hay have shown anything, the preceding chapters have shown that
the evolut i.on

s by no means as s mP
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as smooth as NOAA's description implies, The plan evolved slowly

over a period of weeks, not days, Scientists became involved>
planning sessi.ons were held and new ideas conceived at many points

along the way. Not only that, but the growth was not even continuous,

It came in starts and stops, in discrete spurts of energy, These

spurts followed several mini-crises the initial grounding, the

breakup, the onshore wind movement of December 26 � although the
activities generated by these spurts of energy may not have been

seen until days or even weeks later due to lag times,

There was no coherent plan or leadership until the first week

of January, when the chemistry committee and the interagency coordinating
committee were formed. Before that, there was the SOR team, which

provided some coordination, but it was just that � coordination and

not real leadership. The SOR team did not direct all activities,

assign people to tasks, prevent duplication of effort and decide

upon priorities. Nor could it be expected to. It was not

legally mandated as the leader, as the Coast Guard was for the overall

response. It had no funds to distribute and not even any non-legal

claim to leadership. Other institutions were under no obligation
to follow the SOR team's word. While the SOR team did recruit some

equipment and personnel, many of the investigators, especially in the
beginning, acted on their own. There was no coherent unified plan,
but rather an amalgamation of individual ideas. When someone decided

to do something, it became part of the "plan." The SOR team' s

coordination role in these instances merely consisted of finding out
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who was doing what and recording it. The SOR played

and it was in this, the passive coordination, that the SOR team

did its most splendid job, coming out with its first comprehensive
summary of post-spill research on January 3.

Pith no leadership and no contingency plan, the response which
did evolve was subject to the vagaries of circumstance, Only par t
of what was done was motivated by considerations of what needed to
be done most. Much of what was done was determined by what could be
done on short notice, by what equipment was available, and by the
special interests and talents of those who responded. Faced with
having to plan quickly, many people did first what they knew how to
do best. The Oceanographic Unit deployed DMS's, the SOR team drift
cards, Griscom bottom drifters, EGSG current drogues. NMFS conducted
its cruises using standard MA$2fAP sampling techniques. Each chemist
used his own favorite analytical method, each sample collector his
or her favorite sampler. Not all of these were ideally suited for
the purpose to which they were put.

In this regard it is amazing how much difference a few months
could have made. + Many activities and developments related to the
response were developed only months before the spill, the most notable

The difference is not necessarily straightforward, in the sense that
a later spill would not have meant a uniformly better response. Eva
Hoffman reported, for instance, that the Endeavor, which was not
supposed to be ready until April, was booked solid for two years and
might not have been available after April.
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being the SOR team. Had the spill occured in August instead of

December, there might have been no quick response at all., Other

activities were Just shy of being ready: BLM studies were to start

in a month; the 200-mile limit was to be instituted in March, 1977;

the Oceanographic Unit was in the process of developing an on-line

oil spill model; the Coast Guard's Airborne Oil Surveillance System

was to be brought on line in early 1977; the Endeavor was not to

begin cruises until Apr.il; NMFS's Ocean Pulse program was to begin

development and testing in 1977. Many of these resources and plans

vere brought on-line or implemented prematurely  and usual.ly at

diminished effectiveness! to meet the emergency. Others, however,

never made it.

In short, despite the very best above-and-beyond-the-call-of-

duty efforts of everyone involved, the r'esponse was disorganized,

subject to long lag times and wasted effort. "In my mind," said

Eva Hoffman, "people were running around like chickens vith their

heads cut off," a characterization also used by several others

interviewed. "When things happened," concurred Richard 3adamec,

"it was catch as catch can." Many others merely used the word "ad hoc."

By the time the response was a few days old, many people were begin-

ning to realize that it was simply impossible to organize a large-

scale effective study after the spill had occurred, no matter how

many emergency meetings were called, What was needed, virtually

everyone agreed, was more extensive advance planning.
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Crisis Science

The reasons a plan is needed are easy to fathom from the account

of the Argo Merchant response. Mainly. it is that a post-spill response

is both complex, challenging, quick and completely foreign to the

laboratory experience. The very same reasons, in fact, that make

post-spill research desirable, also make it exceedingly difficult.

The valuable part of spill studies for advancing the state of

knowledge, for instance, is that the spill is the real thing, wi.th

no variables missing, no problems of scale. Yet this means more

variables must be measured to understand anything, and over a

much larger area than in a laboratory or controlled field experiment.

The fact that a spill study might be used in litigation imposes

stricter legal standards and restraints on top of the already strict

scientific standards. These standards mainly concern documentation,

not actual science, but their importance cannot be understated.

Nor can the extra headaches they add to sampling, especially under

rough conditions.

Finally, the fact that scientists aid the spill cleanup effort

draws them inextricably into the spill response, with all its problems.

Zt means scientists must operate with the same sense of urgency as

the overall response. It means they must operate surrounded by

cleanup crews who perhaps view them as a nuisance. It means perhaps

that they must operate while the subject of their study is skimmed, burned,

bombarded with detergents or otherwise altered while they are studying

it. Also, it means the scientists must operate in the public eye.
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It means they must answer questions not of their own fashioning, but

questions posed by non-scientists, the Coast Guard, the politicians,

the press, and the public. It means they must give answers quickly

enough for them to be of use in the response. And it means they

might sometimes have to venture out on a limb, beyond where the

experimental evidence would normally let them wander, to offer conjectures

as answers when the real answer is unknown but some decision must be made

nevertheless. All this binders the normal conduct of scientific

investigations.

To these factors we can add the tremendous complexities and

multi-disciplinary nature of the response, as was shown in Fig. 7,4-1.

The spill is a web of activities that must be well-coordinated to be

mutually supportive. It is difficult for any single activity to be

conducted in isolation.

And on top of all this are the time problems stemming from the

nature of the spill itself. First, it is an accident, unpredictable

in time and space. Second, it is a short-lived phenomenon. As soon

as it hits the water, the oil begins changing, dispersing, evaporating

and drifting. This means that scientists will not have long to plan

an investigation with adequate controls and the like. It means

they must drop what they are doing, marshall whatever resources they

can and start. Much of the data is very perishable. If the response

is not quick enough data are lost. If the right equipment is not

available, data are lost. A post-spill investigation is unlike

careful, planned, controlled laboratory science. It is not like a

surgical operation in which the patient has been carefully diagnosed
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and prepared, the operating room set aside, the equipment sterilized,

and the doctor scheduled for 10 the next morning. It is rather like

research from the back of an ambulance. It is crisis science,

which institutional factors and logistical problems can be as

important as scientific factors, Post-spill science is indeed a

"response" in the same sense of the word as the Coast Guard's

actions constitute a response, And like the Coast Guard's response,

the scientists' response could use a plan,
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CHAPTER 9

TOWARDS A SCIENTIFIC CONTINGENCY PLAN

9.1 A Sam le of One

The conclusion that a contingency plan would have helped is not

very startling. It is, in fact, a fairly obvious one given the just

told tale of the Argo Merchant scientific response. What is far

more difficult is to design such a-plan.

In this task, examination of the successes and failures of previous

post-spill scientific ventures should be the starting point. In

addition to the general conclusions summarized in the previous section,

our detailed look at the Argo Merchant response yields many observations

which may be of use in formulating a scientific response plan. This

chapter will point out some of these factors and their implications

for future responses. It will not go as far as to formulate a specific

plan with specific activities and specific methods for achieving

specific ends. It would be unwise to do so on the basis of only

one case study. Many of the strengths and weaknesses of the Argo

Merchant response are peculiar to the Argo Merchant case and it is

dangerous to extrapolate too much. What is desirable and achievable

after a given spi,ll will be a function, at least partly, of the

particulars of that spill. Among these particulars are the following:

THE PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SETTING: This factor is of tbe utmost

importance. Distance from shore largely determines the logistical

support needed to study the spill and the time available for shoreline
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preparation. The biota, water movements and other influencing variables

will be different depending on whether the spill occurs in the open

ocean, an estuary, a bay, a lake or a river and also depending upon

exactly where in each water body the spill occurs. The rotary

tides of the Georges Bank area, for instance, were not well accounted

for in planning of current measuring techniques after the Argo

Merchant spill, nor could they have been if the model for planning was

a spill i.n an area without such tides.

TYPE OF SPILL: Large tanker spills may provide more of a warning than

well blowouts or pipeline spills, though this is not always the case.

The Argo Merchant lasted 6 days before breaking up, a delay sorely

needed for procuring ships. The Arrow took about 4 days and the

Torrey Canyon about 8. This may influence how much quick baseline

data can be gathered and how much site-specific planning can be done.

Other factors related to the type of spill may also have to be

considered. For instance, the danger of fire and explosions near

a well blowout may prevent sampling close to the source of the spill.

SPILL CHARACTERISTICS: The type of oil and the size of the spill,

along with environmental conditions, help determine how long the oil

will remain in the environment and the type of effects to look for.

Dissolution and short-term toxicity will be much more likely

consequences of Ho. 2 fuel oil spills than of No. 6 oi.l spills.

METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS: The season, sea state, cloud base, tempera-

ture, etc. all greatly influence both the fate of the oil and the range
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of possible activities. The presence of ice may be a factor of

particular importance. In the Argo Merchant case the weather vas

one of the largest obstacles to scientific research and to efforts

to mitigate the spill's effects.

EFFORTS TO MITIGATE THE SPILL'S EFFECTS' The nature of cleanup

activities must be taken into account in various ways. If dispersants

are used, for instance, a biological damage assessment might want to

distinguish between the effects of the oil and the effects of the

dispersants, if possible. Dif ferent cleanup approaches might also

require different kinds of real-time input from scientists on scene.

The variety of circumstances can only be foreseen by studies of

many spills and scenarios, and a plan must either specifically account

for various possibilities or else be broad enough to cover many classes
of circumstance. However, there are some general concerns, techniques
and activities that may be broadly applicable. Rather than designing
a specific plan based only on the Argo Merchant experience, which
could be foolhardy indeed, the remainder of thi.s chapter will instead
suggest various factors that should be considered in designing such a
plan. Most of these will be of the general type, applicabl.e to many
cases. For those that seem more specifi.c, the type of spill they best
apply to should be kept in mind.

One obvious lesson is that any plan must consider both scienti.fic
and logistical/institutional factors. Both of these vill be discussed
in turn. Both, however, will tend to be influenced by the goals of
the response, so it is this that will be discussed first.
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